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Students settling in the Stiefel Reading
Room for the Bar Kickoff 2001 lecture on
January 29. See Page 3.

\

Dean Calmly ·warns Students
Matasar addresses student concerns, the r~nkings, and the shape of things to come ~t town meeting.
Susan L. Harper &
Eddie Westfield Jr.

On Feburary 71\ armed with
a microphone and a single-speaker podium, Dean Rick Matasar
met with students in Broad Student Center lobby where students
-asked questions and voiced concerns. Topics included,Job placement, bar passage, course grading,
and future internal programs designed to attract, maintain, and aid
students.
In his usual upbea.t form,
Matasar responded to students'
questions candidly, as well as with
humor at times. Though his candor came with some surprise

warnings.
Matasar, after reviewing the
correlation between the bar passage rate vis-a-vis class standing
(see/ 'Your Chances of Passing"
page 3), shared his concerns with
students who fall within the lowest ranking within the school.
"I am going to be the 'mean
dean' now. Students not cutting it:
. you are gon~," Matasar stressed.
"We do not want to have people
who can't handle the important responsibility of representing others."
·. .With many in the audience
shaking their heads in agreement,
students seem°e'd to welcome
Matasar 's no-nonsense style and

approach to bringing up the standards at the School.
"Right now we have allowed students to stay here who
are below or squeakirigjust below
a 2.i grade point average. This
may be five students or so, but are
we doing them any favors?" Dean
Matasar elaborated in a follow-up
with the L. "We know that the
bottom 10% persistently does not
pass the bar. What favors have we
done for them by taking their money, and then when they don't pass
the bar and are in thousands of
dollars of debt can't get a job. It is
hard to do this, but we are shirking our responsibilities to this institution if we don ' t. Wf! can' t

afford this and classmates can't afford this'. I think that students feel
good when everyone is working
just as hard."
At the meeting, Matasar
also touched upon the issue of our ·
"best" students leaving the school.
"Even if they have scholarships to NYLS, some students
are leaving and paying retail to
attend other law schools," said
Matasar. "Institutionally, we have
to get students to feel good about
studying here."
One confidential source informed the L, that NYLS is in the
process-of establishing a "dean's
honors list" program to address
.Continued on next page
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Student Survey Receives Mixed Results
reading period, course availability, eleva- I think we will."
"missing" within the tabulations. The Surtor facilities and overall students satisfacMatasar also shared his concern vey was conducted by tlie NYLS Student
The NYLS Student Affairs Commit- tion with their NYLS experience.
about Survey's results for overall_ student ·Affairs Committee.
tee has released the results of the 2000 StuThe Stl;ldent Satisfaction Survey was satisfaction with respect to their NYLS exProfessor Rick Marsico, chair of the
dent Satisfaction Survey. 244 students ( 193 taken short_ly after the i:_elease of the Sum- perience, noting th~ difference between the Student Affairs Committee, shared with the
day and 51 evening) out of the approximate- mer 1999 NY Bar Exam results, which were first-years and the upper classes. Matasar · L that based upon the survey results, his
!y 1300 students matriculated at NYLS dur- at a record low of 58%. Since then, NYLS felt that students unhappiness reflected committee is in the process of generating a
ing the spring of 2000 took the 21-page has turned over in many areas, most nota- much of what was going on then, as op- recommendation report due out early April.
survey that covered everything from bath- bly being the arrival of Dean Rick Matasar, - posed to today.
He also shared that NYLS seeks to survey
room facilities to the registration process.
which many believe has boosted morale.
"Overall people are happier this year. students annually.
Areas of the School that received high Other areas that have experienced person- Students are less negative about eacb othFor a copy of the complete results of
marks for satisfaction were the Bookstore, nel changes since the Survey was taken in- er. Last year students were mad at each oth- . ·2000 Student Satisfaction Survey, contact
Financial Aid, Student Life, Accounting, clude the bookstore and the Food Services. er. Students have high expectations. If we the O~ce of Student Life, 431-2851. (!
arid the Library (with the exception of the
''The School is striving to make im- did this survey today, I am sure the resu\ts
pho'tocopiers). These departments received provements from last year," Dean Matasar would be·d1fferent."
more than 50% in positive responses for stressed in an interview with the L. For
With categories on a four point scale
overall satisfaction. However, the Registrar, example, he pointed out that this year final from "disagree" to "agree," the Student SatCafeteria/Food Services, Academic Affairs, exams were graded faster than in previous isfaction Survey contained over 180 ·queas well as the Faculty-in terms of avail- years.
ries. Results were broken down by the
Wyatt Announces ·
ability, exam expectations and exam feed''This is indicative that we are trying number of people that responded, percent
back-did not fair as well.
to fix things around here that can easily be of the total number represented and valid Resignation
Other items which received low suf- fixed," said Matasar. "The Survey results total pe_rcent. Those who did not respond
ficiency and satisfaction marks included the _are disappointing and we want to do better. to a certain questions were categorized as
Director of Career Services Cyndy
Wyatt regretfully announce that she is resigning from her post this month due to famsurvey, Matasar shared that we should not schools."
ily relocation.
I
be surprised if the school falls to fourth tier
Matasar firmly insisted that US News
"My resignation is a great disappointContinued from first page
this year.
& World Reports "do not care abour stu- ment to ·me because I have loved the four
this issue. Matasar did not discuss such a
"Be prepared that our law school may dents, but care only about selling maga- and one-half years <;luring which I have had
program at this event.
fall to fourth tier." Matasar said calmly.
zines.".He pointed to a report by the Rand the opportunity to work with the talented
When referring to "the rest of us,"
organization that gives a detailed analysis students, staff; faculty, and graduates of
meaning mid-rank students, Matasar menof US News' rankings system, purportedly NYLS ," Wyatt wrote in an email to the
Shedding Tiers
tioned that Associate Dean of Academic Afconcluding that their rating system is not NYLS Community on February 3.
fairs Jethro Lieberman has been heading up
After the meeting, Dean Matasar met accurate. At press, the L was unable to
Wyatt, along and her family, is reloan initiative to guide students through the with the L to elaborate on his statements.
obtain this report.
cating to the Washington, DC, area where
School's curriculum, specifically providing
"It is good that our bar passage rate
Matasar also contended that the her husband will work for America Online.
tletter advisement and course selection.
went up this year, bu~ we will never win the School should not focus on U.S. News & She served as Director for three whole se''This is about making our product per-capita system they have. In the L's one- World Reports' law school rankings.
mesters since August of 1999.
better," said Matasar.
on-one interview with Matasar, he shared
"It is a systems that we can not win,"
News regarding the appointment a
The school is presently upgrading his reasoning for this possible eventuality. _ said Matasar. "Only the top 35% of law new director of Career Services has not
Jheir web site to include links to publica''There are two things that are dam- . schools wins. To me the biggest irrational- come forth .
tions, interactive programs and video. The aging; our 1999 bar passage rate and our ity is that they ask people to make a dis- intranet site will soon provide on site regis- . LSAT numbers went down last year. I don't tinction . between the top schools. No
tration and improved confidential commu- think itis permanent condition because our rationale person can helieve th~t there is a
Stuck in Elevator
nications, as well.
bar pass rate when up this year."
difference between Harvard and Yale."
Also discussed was the possibility of
Matasar explained that although our
Matasar pointed out that the US News Moments Before Final.
changing our grading scheme from letter reputation and our practitioners have re- & World Reports does not even take into
grades to a numerical system. In recogniz- mained constant, it is factors such as bar consideration the practices of the_organiA group ofNYLS students were stuck
ing that many schools cur_ve differently- passage that effect U.S. News & World Re- zation that administers the LSAT.
in an elevator in the A Building for 45 minthat a "C" at NYLS may be a "B" in another ports' rankings. To illustrate further, he
"In the real world, there is no differ- utes in December 2000.
school-Dean Matasar .shared that he may shared how there are major break points in ence between a 150 and a 154LSAT score,"
One of the four students, who prepropose number grading to -the faculty, so the LSAT, which law schools usually use Matasar explained. ''They are all the same ferred to remain anonymous, said that ini. that employers who are unfamiliar with our as an indication for first year performance numbers," referring to the Law School Ad- tially no one responded when they signaled
grading scheme do not focus on grades, but only.
mission Council's grading scheme, which the emergency. alarm. This student, on his
on students' rankings. .
''The first break point is 165 where factors in a margin of error of plus or mi- way to take a final exam, eventually called
"Ra!}king is a tn.. er measure," only ·a handful of students are above this nus three within the 150 range. The Dean · Security on his cell phone who did notTeMatasar stated when referring to this pro- number. The next big break points are 160, stated that US News & World Reports does alize the students were stuck in the Elevaposal.
155 and 150," said Matasar. "Let's say hy- not factor this in to their survey's rankings. tor. Secu_rity thought that they had
Finally, when asked about the mea- . pothetically that_the School along with 30
"US News knows there is a problem ~istakenly hit the.alarm .button.
sures the school was taking to get _NYLS other schools has a l;,2 LSAT average, but with their methodology."
The four students managed to pry the
back to its "second tier" status, as refledeg .'·now our School falls one point to 151. This .
At press, US News & World Reports doors open in between floors and climbed
in US World & Report's annual law schooi ·. means that we drop below these 30 other was unavailable for comment.
(! out. No one was reported hurt.
[]!
Susan L. Harper ·
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BIR PASSAGE UPDATE
Bar. Exam Pass Rates
at NYS Law Schools
Rank

I

- Bryan Wllllams of the New York State Board of Law Examiners addressing NYLS at Bar Kickoff 2001 on January 29

Susan L. Harper

"When I leave here tonight,
I want you to have two things in
On Monday, January 29, mind," said Williams. "First, you
New York Law School held its musthaveanddevelopsomepracsecond annual Bar Kickoff Meet- tical approach to retain large
ing. Students -packed the Ernst amounts of information. And, secStiefel Reading Room to attend ond, remember principle, applicathe one-hour informational meet- tion and analysis (PAA) - for the
ing to learn about the current NY essay questions. If you do
changes made to the New York these, I guarantee you that you will
Bar exam. Attendees were also do well."
informed of bar related programs
Willi;lms went on to focus
that they will be able to take ad- the audiences attention to the new
vantage of this semester.
NY Bar Exam format which apDean Rick Matasar opened plies to the July 2001 test. The
the evening's events and shared new format consists of five essay
with the audience that the bar questions, 50 NY short answer
exam is an "unfair test that bears questions, the new Multistate
no relationship to the practice of Practice Test (consisting of a case
· law and had only some resem- file), and a 200-question Multiblance oflaw school." He assured state Bar Exam.
those in the audience, though, that
The NY short answer questhey .can pass the bar on the first tions, unlike the Multistate Bar
try and the school is there to sup- Exam that test for the best answer,
port students in their effort.
concentrates on the right answer.
"Not everyone ~ses on the This section also concentrates on
first time. This is not acceptable the CPLR or New York Practice.
to me" said Matasar. ''Everyone is
Audience members were
capable in passing the bar in its also introduced to the new Multifirst administration. The cost is not state Practice Test where'test takembarrassment [when not passing ers will receive a case file and will
on the first time]. The cost to all have to analyze its contents. Wilis the del~y in the beginning of Iiams said the examiners believe
your career as a lawyer."
that this section will give test takMatasar f~er shared that, ers "a well rQunded exam."
"No matter how hard you work:
On the essays, besides· reyou will need to work harder. We . memberirig PAA and substantive
know that you can do it."
· law, Williams also stressed_keepBryan Williams oftheNew ing your eye out for procedural
York State Board of Law ExaIJ}- issues.
iners graciously returned to NYLS
"I guarantee that the five
to answer students' questions, pro- essays questions will have procevide helpful hints and review what dural issues," stressed Williams.
the bar examiners look for when Other helpful hints he shared, ingrading the 10,000 or so exams.
eluded "write clear, skip lines, use

only one booklet to write answers,
remember PAA and don't argue
both side of the questions-:-eome
to a conclusion."
Finally, Williams shared
with students, "for two months of
your life dedicate yourself for preparing for the exam. This is not
like a law school exam. You've got
to get yourself on a schedule and .
give yourself the appropriate time
to study."
NYLS alumna Andrea
Risoli '00, who recently passed the
NY Exam, shared with the audience how they can sign up for the
Bar Buddies Program, an internal
NYLS support program for upcoming test takers.
" You must believe in yourself in this process," Risoli
stressed to students. "Ten people
will try to tell you what to do, but
that is what Bar Buddies is for to help you sort things out."
Afterwards, Professor Joe
Marino, discussed upcoming programs offered by the School to students this year. These programs
include, the Bar FAQs session,
Application Workshop, the Bar
Jumpstart Program , The Bar
Exam Study Skills Challenge
Workshop, Faculty Mentor Program and the Bar•Buddies Program. Students should check
Counselor and the boards for the
dates and times of these programs.
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July

July

2000 1999

1998

1997

1

Cornell

94%

91%

94%

95%

1

NYU

94

94

97

96

3

Columbia

92

92

92

94

4

Fordham

85

86

89

86

5

St. John's

78

78

81

80

6

Albany

78

81

81

.

75

Cardozo

75

74

80

76

!

New York State Average

75

75

78

78

!8

Brooklyn

74

78

85

80

I! 8.

CUNY

74

64

65

46

10

Buffalo

73

73

75

73

11

NYLS

72

58

70

67

I
l

.

:

.

.

12

Touro

69

62

63

64

13

Pace

67

67

73

75

14

Syracuse

58

65

75

81

-

Hofstra

NA

74

80

68

Sources: Law schools. Figures are for first-time test takers.
NA = Not available. Hofstr.a was not able to provide bar pass figures by deadline.
This article is reprinted with pennission from the December 11, 2000 edition
of th e New York Law Journal. C 2000 NLP IP Company.

Your Chances of
Passing the First Time
According to Dea n Rick
If you are in the bottom 25%
Matasar comments during his Feb- of your class, statistically, those
ruary 7th town hall meeting and individuals pass the bar exam at
prior e-mail correspondence with less than 50% the first time.
If you are in the bottom 10%
the L, NYLS has been below the
statewide average going back 15 of the class, your chances of passyears . Even with the School's ing are extremely low. Less than
comeback results from last year, 10% of these individuals pass the
NYLS still falls shy of the 75 % first time.
NY state average.Historically
speaking
Matasar shared with the L evening students have passed 2that those who fall in the top half 3% higher than their day counterof their class ha_v e a high bar pas- part. However, last year this
reversed and day students passed .
sage rate.
· "L~st year, the numbers · at around the same rate.
[!
were above 95%."
·

THE l WOULD UIE TO WISH
All THOSE TAIING THE FEBRUARY BAR EXAM
THE BEST OF lUCII
New Yorll law School

-

.

6

Bar Kickoff Fi Ils House

July

Law School
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A Public Sefvic·e Message From Lou

H

rom time to time, we are aware that some members of
our community become upset about news articles and
editorials written. Past complaints
have centered around the L's printing of
articles that might appear to criticize the
school or student organizations.
Apparently, some of the future lawyers of America may prefer that -we don't
report the truth or selectively exercise our
first amendment right of free speech. Well,
simply put, the L is not an public relations arm of the school;
we are newspaper.
Our goal here has always been the same-to report the

truth. If something happens affecting your NYLS experience
we will report on it. If it is good for the school, the truth gets
told. If the school or a student run organization promotes waste or has poor policies,
then we will report that also.
In Brief is the School's public rela-.
tions magazine. Additionally, Counselor is
the students' weekly guide to what is happening around the School and recent Professors' accomplishments.
So remember, we are here to keep you informed and
everyone else on their toes.
Thank you for your continued support.
~

------...

SOUDI
Editor-in-Chief .. ... ............. Susan L. Harper
Managing Editor ............ Louis J. Russo Ill
News Editor .... .... ...... .... Edward J. Maggio
Features Editor ................. Nlnowtzka Mier
Tech. Editor ................... Christopher Ross
Copy Editor ............ ....... Cecilla Blackbum
Copy Editor .................... Julle Goldenberg
Contributors
Jenna Anderson (The Movie Maven),
Shani Friedman, Brian Shahum,
Laura ~- Tlls, Eddie Westfield

A Public Service Message Friom Ed
Since our return back to school after
Christmas break, I would like to remind
everyone that the Christmas notion of good
will towards one another is still in effect.
I'd like to take the time to thank the SBA
and Office of Student Life for the extra comfort of coffee and donuts during finals.
For all the people who keep peering into our office windows when we are at work, stop staring at us like we are fish,
and come in and chat. We're friendlier than you think. If you

are interested in seeing your name in print,
drop by and run your article past us.
It's last call for die. I've officially
retired from the "Liquid Bar Review" column so if anyone is interested in a exciting
career in bar/club reviewing, going to parties, and having celebrities get drunk and
say stupid things to you, then drop by the office and inquire.
No experience necessary, just a ·good sense of humor and a
decent tolerance level.
~

A Public Service Message From ...
OK, my editorial is not really a public' service message at all. I just want to say
that I am graduating this semester and I am
psyched! I hope my fellow June grads feel
the Same way. For the rest of you: It's closer than you think.
Now everybody knows I am the biggest slacker that ever stepped foot inside NYLS (at least I
know it), but I feel like I am working harder this semester
than ever before. Marino's course is making third year feel
like first. .. and Amen to that! God knows we need it. (Thank

you, Professor.) I hope I pull through. The
Bar keeps getting closer and closer.
Am I nervous? Hell yeah! But that
won't stop me. Soon I will have a law degree, which will give me an edge over 99%
of the US population. Think about that the
next time you say, "I don' t have a job lined
up yet!" It will put things into perspective.
., Thats it for now. You'll be hearing more from me·later.
Until then, get back to work.
~,

Corrections
• In our last issue (Vol. 2, No. 3, December 2000), the L inadvertently
referred to Gregory Gomez as Gregory Gonzalez.
This appeared in
our corrections
column no less.
Ironic, isn't it?
Mr. Gomez, Gomez
-----we apologize.
-eds.

Photographer
Yadhlra Gonzalez
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The L is the voice of the New York Law School
community. We keep the community informed
of relevant school news and events and provide
a forum for students, alumni, faculty, staff and
other members of the NYLS community to express their views and opinions. The L also features content dealing with legal issues and other
topics of interest to members of the NYLS community.
The L is independently published by its student members and is released every month while
school is in session. Contributions from students,
faculty, alumni, staff, and all members of the
NYLS community are always welcome.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the L, any of its editors or staff
members, or the students, faculty, or staff of New
York Law School.
Advertising rates are available upon request.
Subscriptions are available at a rate of $12 per
year.
All submissions should be on disk with a hard
copy attached and either mailed or placed in our
submissions' box in front of our office, room L2
in the lower levei of the NYLS student center.
Submissions may also be emailed to
L@nyls.edu.
All submissions are due by 5 pm on the
Thursday two weeks prior to the release date.
Please include your name, telephone number,
and email address with your submission.
Please address all submissions, letters, and
other correspondence to:
Editor-in-Chief
the L at New York Law School
47 Worth Street, room L2
New York, NY 10013-2960.
Phone . (212) 431-2899 Ext. 4202
Fax ...... (212) 965-8841
Email ... L@nyls.edu
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The Sili'com Alley Bust:
What ~oes it mean for you?

The NYLS Civil Liberties Union presents
The Second Annual

Un nsered
S 1J½eled
The First Amendment Talent Stiow

Are you interested in showing the school how talented you really are?
To enter, pick up a form outside of room L7.
·
You must register by March 20.
For more information, contact sweaver.s@nyls.edu.

A Career Ser-vices Welcome
Cynthia L. Weissman
Office of Carreer Services
As the most recent,!ddition to Career
Services at New York Law School, I wanted to introduce myself to the student body
by writing an article in the L. I started my
employment here at the end of October and
have thus far been involved in numerous
·. activities, as have been my fellow career
counselors, both inside and outside of our
facilities on Worth Street.
Last month, I attended a career seminar given by a well-known career advisor/
· attorney. She opened her remarks with the
following comment to the mostly student
· audience - ."Do you see the people sitting
· up front - your career service staff - USE
THEM!!! Most in the audience chuckled
because "using people" has such a negative connotation. However, this is what I,
as well· as the other career counselors and
support staff in the career service office at
New York Law School are here for. However, you, the student, have to take a proactive-approach to your job search as well. If
we offer suggestions, try to follow through.
Career counselors always suggest networking. Statistically, that it how the majority
oflaw students attain their positions. Many
are uncomfortable reaching out to strangers for advice and assistance. However, it's
essential.
Recently, a 1999 graduate called me
for career advice. She explained that she
was unhappy in her current position and did
not know where to turn. She was un~ure of
a practice area or even if she wanted to continue practicing law. I invited her to join
me at a n~tworking event at the· New York
County Lawyers Association. At that bar
association event, she excitedly told me that

pie because it is a dot-com company that
promises to go public. Today, you must
evaluate the company that you ultimately
Even before -the year 2000 ended, accept a job from.
analysts and the media were saying the dotDot-com companies are now no longer ·new wave anomalies that Wall Street
com craze had finally gone bust.
Should you believe the hype? And if doesn't know how to value. Previously,
so, what does that mean for you as a possi- • Wall Street did not care if the company's
ble dot.com job candida~e?
P/Eratio was a lOOx their actual worth and
No, don't believe the hype! Yes, the did not make money.
market has seen almost a 20% correction
Today, dot-com companies are now
and dot-com employees are whining about viewed as a traditional businesses. They
their worthless, stock options, the long hours trade at a reasonable PIE ratio and there are
and pink slips being handed out, but the dot- expectations to make money - not just
spend it. If they are not already making
com companies are not dead.
They are still good dot-com places money they must do so in a very short time.
to work, such as Yahoo, ESPN.com, Furthermore, they must invest-their money
CNET.com and MQnster.com to name a wisely on acquisitions, looking towards the
few.
future, and not on a single Superbowl comThese companies never bought into mercial.
the idea of the dot-com business model of
What .does that mean for us in terms
willy-nilly spending to simply grab market of employment?
share first. Their executives and managers
It means the current job market is
approached dot-com business with tradi- more like the job markets of old. You need
to review the history of the company, growth ·
tional business _models and expectations.
To date, according to the flop tracker potential, where the finances are coming
on thestandard.com there have been 93 from and assess the product. You should
companies that have gone bust as of Febru- ask yourself familiar questions, such as,
ary 2, 2000. Thestandard.com's layoff would you buy or use this company's prodtracker reports that approximately 52,250 ucts? And, more importantly, does the compeople hav~ b~en laid off, cutor terminat- pany m~ke iponey?
ed because of dot-com restructuring, bankAlthough stock options will continruptcies and/or cost cutting. However, those ue to be offered as incentives to others outnumbers do not give you the whole picture. side the executive circles, you should expect
Since January 1, 2001 there have to be compensated for your job with your
been only a few initial public offerings salary alone. Should you be offered or re(IPO); none of these included tech stocks. ceive options you should consider those
According to !PO.com, several companies, options as icing on the cake. They are a
have raised more then 361 million dollars bonus that may or may not materialize in
from the venture capitalists (VC), includ- the future and should not be depended on
ing Retai!Exchange.com, I-Impact.com, as income.
Loud Cloud ' Marc Anderson's b~by' ,
In closing we have experienced one
Dataplay.com, PlanetFeedback .com, of the lowest employment rates in decades.
BuyandHold.com and Phonefree.com.
Although the unemployment rate has gone
The difference between now and this up in recent months, we are still experienctime last year is the lack of hype and hyste- ing a positive job market. The difference
ria. You need to look at jobs with these dot- between then and now is that you must be a
com companies the same way the VCs are little more careful in choosing your future
looking at them - with more skepticism.
employer, just like before. Dot-com no
You can no longer accept a job sim- longer means guaranteed success.
[!I

Christopher Ross
Technology Editor

she had arranged for an interview at a top
accounting firm. However, she did not
know the first thing about working in the
legal department at an accounting firm. The
panelist speakers were introduced; cme happened to be an attorney in the legal department at the very accounting firm where she
was having an interview. Following the
presentation, this alum determinedly walked
over to that panelist to discuss her upcoming interview. The point is - if she had not
attended this event, she would not have
. made a valuable connection that could assist her on her interview and possibly further her career.
Students are not'the·only people who
network. We, at the career services office
are networking on .a daily basis. We are
trying to make connections that will ·ultimately benefit you. - As par t of our annual
career programming of networking lunches, panels and discussions, our office establishes contacts with alumni and other
practitioners thereby bringing them into the
New York Law School community. I have
reached out to numerous bar associations
and organizations to discuss'student mem- ·
berships, cosponsoring events and acquiring general information about the work that
they do. I co_ntacted one local bar association that our school has not had much of a
_ relationship wit~; it turns out?the bar association would be interested in having one
of their meeti'ngs at the law school. What a
perfect opportunity for students to meet and
gerto know members of the New York Bar!
However, to -take ·advantage of this opportunity, you must first attend! ,
:, ~ look forward to assisting _'s tudents
at New York Law -School. My_ office is
B503. Pl~ase stop by to say hello.
[!I

New Yoli law School

Think vou can write? Prove it.

·Join·the l.
(212) 431 2899 ext. 4202
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The l's Plan Towards law School success

So you didn't get an A: Now what?!
For any law school student, not getting an A can be disappointing. However,
it is not the end of the world either.
There are several options you can
consider in reaction to this:
a) Blame it on the professor and/or
fellow students.
b) Jump up and down, pull your hair
out and have a hissy fit (My personal favorite).
c) Reevaluate last semester's activities and hone in on possible areas for improvement.
d) Start looking at Medical Schools.
Answer:c
Before we help you back track or
evaluate what was happening last semester, let us first give you a few reality checks.
Reality Check #1: The Big Finns
If you ate a lL and seeking employment in a large firm, you must achieve high
grades. Large NYC Law Firms (300+ Attorneys) usually seek summer associates
from this School if they are in the to 10%.
This means making Law Review.
Grading/writing on to the other cocurricular Journals and making Moot Court,
will greatly increase your marketability with
large firms, but it is no guarantee. Remember, large law firms are not the end-all and
be-all of the legal profession.
Reality Check #2: Never Fear Late
Bloomers!
The fact that you did not get an A,
should not and does not equate your intel. lectual capabilities, nor your future effectiveness as a lawyer. Some individuals get
the law school game early on. Others, however, only under~tand how to master law
school and exams in their second or third
semester. If you are one of these individuals, keep reading on.
Reality Check #3: Slack now, Pay
later.
Your actions have consequences. If
you have been hanging out, blowing off
class, or not coming to clas~ prepared, these
actions will rriore than likely contribute to
a low grades.
Reality Check #4: Your Choice
Lastly, the f~ct that you did not succeed in terms of your own grade goals does
not mean that you cannot change today or
tomorrow. You can and you will-if you
choose to.
Yes, you have a choice in this matter.
.

The difference between those who
succeed and those who don't is how they
react to setbacks. It is at that very critical
moment you must decid~ how you will react. What steps will you take? Will you
blame your setback on everything under the
sun? Will you become jaded and walk
around with anger because you did not
achieve your desired results? Since you are
fellow student at our school, the answer is
simply "no." We are going to point out to
you what you can do for yourself right now.
Let's begin.
Get rid of any negative feelings you
have now. Anger or embarrassment about
your grades is counterproductive. However, use that energy you have now in order
to.learn what went wrong. Remember, this
is an educational institution and you are student of law who must seek out answers to
your questions.
Be an Investigator. Make an appointment with your professor and request
to see your exam. Put your negative feel~
ings aside and be open to honest feedback.
The professor is there to help you - not hurt
you.
Review with the professor your exam's weak and strong spots. Do this so that
you are aware of what you did right and
wrong. Next, ask your professor to see an
"A" exam. Compare the difference between
your blue book and the "A" exam. Finally,
ask the professor for their advice on areas
of improvements.
Back Track to Your Semester A~tivities. Many people focus only OD their
exam activity. Yet, it is extremely important to also focus on your classroom and
exam preparation. Why? Your semester
activities often factors into your success on
the exam. For example, if you were going
to take the Bar exam in two months, naturally you would take a prep course and intensively study for two months prior to the
exam for at least 10 hours a day. Have you
been preparing that hard for your own final
exams? Why not? Remember, your actions
. have consequences. Or, in this matter, y01.rr
inactions may be contributing to your poor
· performance on the exam.
Ask yourself the following in order
to evaluate your past semester's activities.
Back Track Evaluation: Check Off
l - Did you read ALL of your assignments, including, footnotes, handouts,
problems sets, and hypos give~ in class?
"Read" means reading each and everj word.
If you did not understand what you were
·

reading or the lesson in class, did you go to
the professor immediately for clarification?
2- Did you take notes while you were
reading? Brief cases? Type out assigned
problems and answers? .
3- Did you attend class? Were you
really paying attention and actively engaged
in the discussion? If you were tired due to
work or family commitments, did you a tape
r~order to listen to the session again? Further, did you actually listen to the tape when
you got home?
4- If your professor was talking to fast
in class or you just did not get what the professor was saying, did you immediately
raise your hand and say, "Professor, could
you please repeat what you said?" or "Could
you explain this concept again?" Don't be
frightened, just raise your hand and do it.
5- Did you review your notes after
class to reinforce what you have just
learned, or to discern what you might not
have understood?
6- Did you just rely solely on commercial outlines? Remember, these should
be supplements to class material only.
Prior to Exams: Check Off
1- Did you create an outline of your
classroom materials, including assigned
problems, answers, as well as hypos given
in class?
2- Did you obtain copies of the past
exams and take them under simulated test
conditions? If your professor supplied answers keys, did you read them carefully and
note what your professor was looking for
in an answer?
3 - Did you go to the review session?
Some professors hold,not one, but two and
sometimes even three review sessions, did
you attend any of them? Even if you got
one thing out of these sessions, you are
probably better off than before.
The Exam: Check off
Even if you did all of the above to
your utmost ability, ultimately what matters
is your performance on the exam. Let's consider some questions here. ,
l - Did you recognize the material
on the exam? If not, ask yourself, why not?
Go back and review the above questions. Ask yourself again (and be honest
now) did you prepare adequately? After
considering the above questions, what steps
can you take during this semester to improve your overall performance? Write the
answer to this last question now and try to
incorporate it into your daily routine.
2 - If your exam was a standard law
school essay exam, did you answer the
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question(s) asked of you? Or, did you just
give the professor conclusions and forget
to provide sound legal reasoriing with your
answer?
3 - Did you panic during the exam?
Sometimes people have anxiety attacks
during exams. Did this happen to you? If
so, do not fret. One way to overcome anxiety or exam jitters is by taking as many past
exams as possible so that you are use to the
professor's exam style.
4 - Did you use all of the time that
was allotted? Many times, students are given 3-4 hours for an exam and rush out after
two hours. Why? Who knows? In your case,
could taking a few minutes more help you
at all?
5- Did you get adequate sleep during
finals? Did you pull an all-nighter or were
so wired on caffeine that you could not sleep
properly and were overtired?
6 - Organization - Probably the key
to essays. Did you create a road map in your
introduction so that professor knew what
you were going to discuss? Did you use
headings and sub headings so they knew
you were switching ideas? Did you write in
the name of the cases or statutes you were
citing to give authority to your argument?
Did use proper grammar and write neatly?
These are only a few questions you
should be asking yourself. The point is that
there are really no short cuts in law school.
Believe us, if there were, we would have
found-and printed-them by now!
The most important thing you can do
for yourself at-this point is to go over the
above questions, pinpoint what you are
doing right or wrong, and arm yourself with .
this information to create a plan of action,
i.e. a study system that works for you. Only
you can do this for yourself and no one else.
You have a choice in this matter. If
all else fails, simply remember these words:
"Champions are made from something they have deep inside them-a desire~a dream, a vision. They have the skill
and the will. But the will must be stronger th~n the skill."
-Muhammad Ali
Welcoming you back to _new semester, a new start:Now go study!!

-ed.
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The Sinkhole

A Wasted Opportunity_?
Louis J. Russo Ill'
Managing Editor
Well, I hope everyone enjoyed the
break. I sure did. I must say I have to laugh
when I walk around school and hear everyone complain about the new flat Television
screen in the cafeteria. If you remember the
Sinkhole discussed waste by the new administration last semester, A.K.A., flat
screen monitors in the library. So I guess
you could say that the new TV just makes
mesmjle.
Speaking of waste, did everyone enjoy the Bar Pep Rally?. I think the most
important thing that I learned was to make
su.r:e I write legibly on the Bar Exam. Heck,
I just figure that ifl made my answer illegible I would get a perfect score. I wonder
how much the Pep Rally cost? You
shouldn't worry though it will be paid for
by the next tuition increase.
Looks like Bar Bri got a little adver
tising out of the deal. I bet no one even
0

called Pieper to ask them if they would like
to add a flyer to the program. I know: "New
York Law School is not affiliated with and
does not endorse any particular bar preparation program."
Speaking of Bar Preparation, I am
sure many of you are not aware that five
years ago City University of New York
School of Law (CUNY) had a 45 percent
bar passage rate. This year, CUNY had a
74 percent bar pass rating; the highest in
the school's short history. I myself was curious why they have been making such
strides in their raising of the bar scores. To
my surprise many CUNY students told me
that the school has been offering a course
-free of charge to all students - on Fridays that covers the Multistate exam. This
course has a lecture session along with practice questions and an answer review session. When I inquired about who conducts
the program, I was informed Professional
Multistate Bar Review (PMBR) does all the
work. Amazingly, the course has been of-

offered the very same program to NYLS
fered there for 5 years.
Pace University Law School has also School a few years ago! They offered to
started a program quite similar to the one come to the school on Fridays and cover
at CUNY. Starting the last week of January the Multistate exam with the students. The
and continuing every Saturday until bar re- students would attend for free if the school
view begins, Pace has a Bar review session. _picked up the bill. Now that sounds like
These sessions also include a lecture, mul- money well spent.
I must commend the new dean and
tistate question, answer review and even
essay questions. All free of charge to Pace the bar passage committee though; it appears they are trying to implement a smallLaw students.
I thought this would be a great idea er less vigorous version of these programs
for NYLS too. After one hundred years in later in the semester. My question is ... why
existence I would hope that we have fig- wait? Let's start now. Instead of investing
ured out the bar exaJTI out. However, judg- in a ten-thousand dollar TV screen to view
ing by our recent bar results, (still less than the Pep Rally, invest the money into a week.:
the state wide average, which according to ly bar review course that will give the stuthe New York Law Journal was 75% for the dents that show up a head start.
July 2000 Bar exam in New York State,
The school and the new dean are
NYLS was 72%) this type of program could making strides but the strides are slow and
help boost our scores. I decided to speak need to begin now. NYLS needs to distance
with PMBR and inquire about the program. itself from the schools that are only 10-20
I spoke with a local Director and the re- years in existence. Only-then will people
[!
gional director. After a brief conversation not confuse NYLS with NYU.
with both of them I nearly fell over. PMBR

It's Time for a Recount ... of the Attorneys!
One Woman's View
The new millennium, an alleged new age of enlightenment,
provided the backdrop for December's weekend vote recount trial
extravaganza in Tallahassee, Florida. This writer, although having
been virtu- ·
ally trans-

fixed by the
proceedings, partic- ularly with
· the precision and wit
. of the cross examination, had one
question throughout where were
the women attorneys?
Save for one male African
American attorney on the Gore
team, racial and sexual diversity
were conspicuously absent from
the courtroom in this particular
·episode of the recount litigation.
While I must concede (no
pun intended) that the Gore team

did at least pay nominal attention to note the message implicit in the what the news media bombarded
to diversity in general (December recount.trial, namely, when there me with on a daily basis-how she
7th's appeal to the Florida Su- is a really critical legal issue at · was wearing her hair, her marital
preme court did include an Afri- stake it is more than likely that a and child custody problems, and
can American female), the overall wh_ite male will be called upon to her imputed romantic interest in
makeup of the legal teams for the resolve it. This begs the question: co-counsel Christopher Darden presidential con- why aren't more women called rather than her legal acumen and
were upon to litigate high profile polit- presentation of the issues. Altertestants
white males.,
natively, when I think of her adical issues?
The lack of ·
It might be fair to suggest versary Johnnie Cochran, what
diversity in gener- that the news media is at least par- immediately jumps to mind is the
al, and exclusion tially to blame for having a cer- news media's emphasis on his
of women in par- tain disempowering effect on sharp legal maneuvering and elevticular from the women attorneys. Fo,- example, er courtroom sound bites.
·Tallahassee recount trial is a trav- when the media focuses on a feDuring the pendency of the
esty in today's legal community. male attorney, her legal expertise recount litigation I didn't hear any
Women comprise a fair percent- is often minimized in favor of non- media commentary about the
Bush/Gore legal team's wardrobe,
age of attorneys in our country, legal characteristics.
and their ranks will continue to
. One well-known female at- or personal relationships; the fogrow as evidenced by increasing torney who fell prey to such me- cus remained solely on the issues
numbers of women being admit- dia characterization was Marcia at bar. When we hear the name
ted into US law schools. Yet, de- Clark, prosecutor, in the 1994 0 J David Bois seven years from now
spite a significant presence of Simpson trial. Sadly, nearly sev- our immediate mental connection
highly competent women in the en years later the only cogent will probably be to his brilliant
legal commuriity, it is disturbing memory I have of Ms. Clark is trial skills, not his tailor or hair-

stylist.
Admittedly, my reaction to
the lack of women attorneys in the
recount trial amounts to mere
speculation. An in-depth study of
the.matter would require a statistical analysis of the aggregate
numbers of women attorneys involved in the Bush/Gore vote issue, measured against the ratio of
female to male attorneys employed by the Democratic and
Republican parties as perhaps
compared to numbers of women
attorneys performing major trial
litigation as a whole :-- a task
clearly as nightmarish as it is
daunting to one of the more mathematically challenged. Wonder if
that Yale statistician Nicholas
Hengartner might be available to
lend a hand?
[!
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Loveless iA Law School
Finding love in law school can be just the country and around the world. For many
as daunting as finding a copy machine that of them, school life is all they know when
works. But, keeping love in law school can they are so far from home.
be just as tough as finding _it. Some New
Nathalie Mandel (2L) made her jourYork Law School students believe romance ney from Canada !md left behind her famiand law school make a
ly, friends and boyfriend
lethal combination. Can
to study law. However,
the pressures of law
even the distance beNinowtzka
school strain even the
tween them isn' t enough
Mier
"perfect" relationship?
space for Nathalie. Her
Features Editor
What if your loved
boyfriend knows to give
.
4
one is thousands of miles
her room wi}en she is
away? Jim McKnight
• feeling the inevitable ef(2L) gives new meaning to the phrase "long fects oflaw school pressure, especially durdistance relationship." That's because Jim's ing finals.
wife, Pim and his 1½ yr old daughter are in
That's the case for Sonia Chung (3L),
Thailand. Jim and Pim look forward to oc- whose boyfriend is in Pennsylvania. She
casional phone calls and holiday getaways. says there are benefits to their time apart,
But the distance between them is discour- "the distance between us gives me time to
aging for Jim,
focus on law
"when they're
school."
not around it
No matdoesn't really
ter how you
dice it, dating
matter if you d9
well
[in
isn't
easy.
school]."
Some
New
So, perYork Law stuhaps having
dents think bethat special
ing "loveless in
someone
law school" is
around can acthe only choice.
tually
be
"Having
healthy for
a relationship
your academic
during
law
career. Accordschool
is
...J
ing to some stutough.
"
Law
w
~ school caused
d en ts, it's a
a:
double-edged
l? Michael Arqti
sword. Two
t. ~ (3L) to weigh
NYLS students
z consequences
g
before diving
who requested
'(
anony.mity,
~ into just any reGoldilocks
~ lationship. "It's
hard fo meet
(2L) and Rum- It's Posslble: A Happy NYLS couple
plestiltski_n
people outside
(3L) agree dating someone in school, espe- of school, so then you make the mistake of
cially in the same section, is a "bad idea · dating someone in school." He equates law
because you ha.ve to spend every waking school with a full-time job, "you want to be
moment together." After a while you just professional, but when you start to date
get sick of each other.
someone [at school], you lose that level of
Rumplestiltskin says the drawback professionalism."
from dating someone in school is the in_For Kelly Bekker (2L) finding love
ability to break away from talking about in law school is difficult and she worries
school, professors and outlines. On the oth- she may have to lower her standards. Up
er hand, law school life is so misunderstood until now, she's avoided any relationship
by the outside world, that only those who that takes up t_oo much of her time, "no
experience it can really appreciate the d~- strings, no l<;mg term commitments." She
mands.
·
explains, "I would date someone at school,
Maybe Leo Mooi:e (3L) & Suzanne but big, tall and apparently dumb are hard
Zacharias (2L) can prove that separating to come by."
school-stress from their love life can be
Then, maybe the recipe for a balanced
done. They met last year during the second relationship is a dose of professionalism, a
week of school. One look at each other and heap of support, a dash of excitement and a
they knew their search was over. They say, •generous portion of patience and under"tension in law school has never affected standing.
us. [Our relationship] is still great." Suzanne
Oh, is that all? Miller Hall (2L) said
says Leo understands what she's going it best when he said, "Look, law school is
through since he's been through it himself. tough but a relationship shouldn't have to
Of course, there is more to life than be." Be patient, love one another and, most
law school, it's just easy to forget. New York of all, listen to each other. Just remember,
Law School attracts students from all over there is more to life than law school. [!

•

I

Nuptial Agreemenis:
Al7e They for Yau? \
death of a spouse, a will or living trust directs the division of an estate. While the
Finances are notoriously the number will can give the surviving spouse a greater
one cause of disputes and the primary cause portion of the estate than required by the
of tension between partners and married prenuptial agreement, if the will gives less,
9ouples. Nearly half of all marriages in the the agreement can ensure the survivor has
US end in divorce, amounting to nearly 1.2 an opportunity to challenge the will. Probmillion each year. Statistics show that blun- ably more controversially, a nuptial agreeders of passion do happen, and no one wants ment can allow one spouse to waive rights
to destroy their family business or lose an to claim the marital share of assets speciinheritance over a failed personal entangle- fied by the state, or disinherit a spouse comment. Furthermore, most individuals seek- pletely.
ing a divorce have some concern about the
If the nuptial agreements are signed
financial outcome of the break up.
willingly, they are usually upheld, even
Enter prenuptial agreements. They're those, which are seemingly unfair, obviousnot romantic, but a prenuptial agreement ly favoring one spouse over another. Nupcan offer peace of mind as well a peaceful tial agreements can be set aside by the
division of assets in case of divorce or courts for fraud, duress, failure to disclose,
death. A nuptial agreement is a contract, or failure to have adequate representation.
signed by both parties and notarized. Be- To avoid challenges, lawyers normally adcause nuptial agreements are not filed with vise couples to catalog their assets, give full
the court, the precise number signed each disclosure, and use separate, competent atyear cannot be tracked, but they are an in- -torneys when creating an agreement. A concreasingly popular way to ensure smoother tract can be overturned if one spouse can
transfer of marital wealth.
demonstrate that it was signed under presNuptial agreements can be created at sure, so increasingly, attorneys are videoleisure, before or after the marriage cere- · taping the prenuptial agreements in an effort
mony, and can shape partners' rights and to avoid later nullification.
responsibilities during a marriage. Nuptial
-People enter into partnerships and
agreements can help relieve apprehension marriage, enamored and thinking the marof in-laws and preserve family ties, for ex- riage is an eternal union, but a marriage is
ample confidentiality clauses can prevent also the merging of estates. Discussing fidivorcing spouses from revealing family or nancial and estate planning gets couples in
corporate secrets. Or, if one spouse has chil- touch with their beliefs and values, and
dren from a previous marriage, the agree- helps them plan for the future. The choice
ment can ensure those children aren ' t to create a prenuptial agreement will in no
financially abandoned.
way ensure a smooth future, but merely dis· Nuptial agreements can also help en- cussing financial responsibilities, ownersure spouses 1receive their proper share of ship, and division of property will help to
an estate in the event of death, or require eliminate some of the uncertainties of partthat insurance policies be purchased to in- nership.
[!
sure an inheritance. Normally, upon the
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The Movie Maven Reviews

Oscar Hopefuls

The

Thfrteen Days

Hey NYLS! it's
the Movie Maven, back
again for another semester of film critiquing.
Now that the Golden
Globes are behind us, it's
time to talk about that
coveted golden statuette .... a little guy
named Oscar. This year's Oscar race is the
most wide-open that it's been in years - so
my job is to steer you the right (Oscar-worthy) direction.

Right
swer

for the New York Bar Exam

"Mary Campbell Gallagher's class changed my life. Dr. Gallagher's
class teaches what every student studying for the bar exam needs to know, from
the knowledge of the law, to the confidence needed.
"When I took Dr. Gallagher's class, I saw tremendous improvement in
my essays. When the day came to retake the exam, I knew if I stuck to Dr.
Gallagher's methods, I would be successful. The best part about Dr.
Gallagher's class, is the individualized attention as well as the immediate
feedback of essays with every class. Every class we wrote essays, which were
graded the same day. Thank you, Dr. Gallagher,. I could never have done it
without you."

Starring Kevin Costner
Directed by Roger Donaldson
Movie Maven Rates it: LLL

Kevin Costner finally makes his muchneeded comeback in this movie.about the
Cuban Missile Crisis of the 1960's. Interesting and well-acted, but the film feels like
a History Channel special rather than a
movie. However, it is worth checking out
for some great performances from the supporting cast - and it'll make you forget
"Waterworld" and "The Postman".

Cast Away
Starring Tom Hanks and Helen Hunt
Directed by Robert Zemekis
Movie Maven Rates it: LLL

-Gemma Waananen , New York Law School
(Passed New York and Connecticut Bar Exams, July 2000;
Member, New Jersey Bar)

Gallagher Law & Essay Training Schools
A Division of Mary Campbell Gallagher & Co., Inc.

Traffic
Starring Michael Douglas & Catherine Zeta.Jones

A _masterfully heart-wrenching and
gripping tale of a Fed Ex executive marooned on a deserted island for four years.
Tom Hanks gives the best performance of
his career: beautifully understated and subtle, and <tire I say ..... Oscar worthy? In my
· opinion, he's better here ·than he was in
· "Philadelphia" or "Forrest Gump". The film
might look boring from the trailers, but it's
really engrossing. (Remind me never to fly
in a plane again . ... )

Directed by Stephen Soderbergh
Movie Maven Rates it: LLLL

Remember how I said "Almost Famous" was the best film of the year? Well,
it still is, but this film is giving it a run for
its money. This movie is an absolutely
amazing triumph of film from Stephen
Soderbergh ("Erin Brockovich"), who artfully weaves together three interlocking stories about the war on drugs. Catherine
Zeta-Jones gives a surprisingly good performance - she's much better here than in
"Zorro" or "Entrapment" - and she finally
gets to show the world that she's a good
actress, as well as.a pretty face. But the real
scene-stealer is Golden Globe winner Be. nicio Del Tero ..:.1ook for his amazing portrayal of a troubled Mexican drug enforcer.
I cannot recommend this movie enough, and
it's well \1/0rth your money.

Call for information. (212) 327-2817. www.barwrite.com

Antitrust
Starring Ryan Phillipe and Tim Robbins

nm SA

!L"EL 1 .

cm.ft r..

Directed by Peter Howitt
Movie Maven Rates it: LL

A cheesy software industry thriller
that ends up coming off like a "The Net"
rip-off. Tim Robbins seems like he's channeling Bill Gates, and Ryan Phillipe doesn't
do much in the film except look cute while
staring at a computer screen. The movie
does have its moments, and it can be fun to
watch at times. Now I'm all for cheesy
movies, but I think this one is best suited to
the small screen on a Blockbuster Night.
Till·next time, film fans ...
Happy movie-going!

Ratings Guide:
~
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Do you know these people? You Should ... The 2000-2001 Student Bar Association Senate
·

New Yoruaw School

L : A dud-don't waste your money on it.
LL : Fair-wait for the video.
LLL : Very good-recommend a trip to the movies or video store.
LLLL : Excellent-highly recommend-worth
spending your money on a ticket and popcorn.
LLLLL : Superb-run out and see it now!
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Earlv American Hero

Benjamin _Banneker: The Inventive Spirit of a Genius
Susan L. Harper

This natural inclination towards math
coupled with his curiosity to determine "nature's secrets," and his outstanding problem solving abilities led Banneker to
become a key contrib-utor to American society.
According to the
MIT Invention Dimension home page, citing
Louis Haber's Black Pi-

After law school, you may find yourself working in Washington DC. If so, when
walking through our beautiful N atiqn 's capital, think of man that designed it: Benjamin
Banneker (1731-1806).
Few men of his
time possessed the intellectual curiosity and early scientific capabilities
oneers of Science and
as this notable inventor,
Invention, and Marymathematician, farmer,
land's African American
city planner, astronomer
Heritage site, Banneker
and author.
grew up on a Baltimore
Banneker's matertobacco farm, where he
nal grandmother, an Enwould devise an irrigaglishwoman, understood
tion system so reliable
first-hand what a lack of
that crops flourished
even in dry spells. In one
freedom meant. She was
season during the Revosent to the American
Colonies as an inden- Benjamin Banneker's 1796 Almanac lutionary War, the wheat
grown on a farm detured servant. Upon receiving her freedom, she married and freed signed by Banneker prevented US troops
an African slave, named Bannaky. Ben- from starving.
jamin Banneker was born free, since by law
In his early 20s-, upon receiving a
the status of African descendents depend- European pocket watch from a traveling
ed on the mother.
salesman, Banneker took it apart and built
Ear!y on, Banneker excelled in math- the first mechanical clock in the US. It
ematics. His grandmother taught him how would keep accurate time for over 40 years.
to read using the Bible. He was furtheredAstronomy also fascinated Bannekucated at a Quaker school. For fun, he er. Often, he sat in his work cabin and studwould create and solve math problems and ied the stars. He used calculations to
study the stars on the farm where he resid- successfully predict an eclipse in 1789. His
findings also led to predicting sunrise and
ed.

sunset, 'Yeather forecasts, festival days and
holiday information. This information was
extremely valuable in agricultural rural
America. Banneker published these findings annually for over ten years in his Almanac. Because Banneker was also socially
minded, he also published poetry and articles against war and slavery in the Alma-

nac.
"The publication of his Almanac had
special significance other than being just a
useful resource," writes Jessica McElrath
at About.com. "It challenged the popular
belief of the time that African Americans
were intellectually inferior to whites."
McElrath shares that in the preface of Banneker's 1796 almanac, the white editor issued this statement:

"The labours of the justly celebrated Banneker will likewise furnish you with
a very important lesson, Courteous Reader; which you will not find in any other almanac, namely, that the Maker of the
Universe is no respector of colours; that
the colour of the s(dn is no way connected
with the strength of mind or intellectual
powers; that although the God of Nature
has marked the face of the African with a
darker hue than his brethren, He has given
him a soul equally capable ofrefinement. "
A~cording to Macro Press' biographical sketch on Banneker, Thomas Jefferson
said that he did not think black people could
learn as well as white people. Banneker, a
critic of slavery, sent a copy of his first Al-

manac along with a letter to Jefferson, who
at the time was Secretary of State. In it,
Banneker criticized Jefferson's warped position and his owning of slaves, especially
when the Revolutionary War was fought for
freedom from the British Empire. Although
no political reforms occurred, Jefferson
acknowledged Banneker's le~ter and the
Almanac promptly. This marked the beginning of a long correspondence. Thereafter,
Jefferson promoted the Almanac in Paris
and London.
When George Washington announced his plans to move our nation's capital to the District of Columbia, Banneker
was placed on the planning committee at
the request of Thomas Jefferson. When the
lead ·architect, stormed off the project with
the plans for .the new city, Banneker recreated the plans of the streets, parks and buildin gs within two days-strictly from
memory.
The city of Washington DC would not
be the city it is today, without skill and genius of Benjamin Banneker.
. [!I
See a copies of Banneker's letters, as well as
Jefferson's response, at
http://afroamhistory.about.com/library/
blbanneker letter.htm

The BLSA News Journal
New Issue Coming Soon
For more infom,ation, contact the·
Black Law Students Association, ext. 4322
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How has your time here in law school changed your life?

Carolyn Walker, 2L

V1C8 Pres. of BLSA

"It has taught me the
true meaning of per- ·
severance, determination and hard work."
Future goal: Corporate
lawyer (M&A)

Cherlta Coy, 1L
Member,
BLSA News Journal ·

. "It has· taught me to
prioritize."
Future goal: Corporate
lawyer

Janice Alfred, 1L

Evette C. Ennis, 2L

"I look at the world
differently, with a legal perspective."

"It has taught me
greater time management, the need for attention Jo details and
also about my self,
my strengths and
weaknesses."

Future goal: Corporate
lawyer.with the opportunity to do pro bono work
in family law

Future goal: Corporate
attorney within employment law.

Craig Battle, .3L
Editor,
13LSA News Journal

"Now I'm in debt!"
Future goal: To rule the
world!
(Bankruptcy attorney)

Alexls Taylor, 2L

"Law school has
changed my way of
thinking and analyzing the world, and has
opened up the vast
possibilities in an intellectually stimulating field."
Future Goal: To make .
a difference and to challenge myself.
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Order on
the Courrt
News from the
NYLS Basketball Team
The New York Law School Basketball Team has kickedoff its season in a royal
fashion, with wins over Fordham, CCNY,
and two strong law firms. The first game of
the season was down to the wire with a one
.point victory over Fordham. NYLS was up
9-0 in the first half before taking a 5 point
lead at the half. :Later, Fordham came back
and was up by 9 before. However, NYLS
came back and sealed the victory with a 110 run and clutch foul shooting.
NYLS then dismantled one of the
competing firms, beating them by 15, then
destroying CCNY by 20 points, capping the
night off with a 26 point blowout of a law
firm team. The team is led by a strong core
of_ third years. With major contributions
from two first years and hungry second
years, New York Law School takes its undefeated record and first place standing into
action again soon. The NYLS team represents the student body and our school, so
why don't you come.out and root for us at
future games. Peace!

Dean Richard A. "Rockin' Ricky" Matasar as the Great

Oz leading the chorus in the February 5th performance of the Mock Trial of Dorothy Gale.

-:--Br!an Shahum

LIVE
MUSIC
every Thursday night, 7pm-???

Returning Gifts?
The Public Interest Coalition Needs Your Donations!
Shani Frfedman
For those·of us on the Public Interest
Coalition, the spring semester is always the
craziest and the m9st fun as we go all out in
bringing together the annual live auction.
It's not too late for the law school community to join in the excitement! With less than
two months to go, we need donations from
everyone!!
If you are a faculty member or part
of the school administration, we know you
have goodies to bring our way. If you have
season tickets to local sports teams, you
could donate a pair to the auction. Or the
next time you go into your favorite restaurant, spa, bookstore, ask.them if they would
donate a gift certificate. Or perhaps you
know someone who could make a donation:
family, friends, and former employers.
If you are a student and think that you
have nothing to give or anything anyone
would possibly want, you're wrong. Last
year, a student donated two pairs of shoes

(never worn) and they were sold. Or maybe you received a holiday gift that you can't
return, but don't want to keep. Instead of
regifting, give it to us. But if after you've
,raided your home you still come up empty,
don't give up. You probably have a family
member or friend who could donate something that they don't want or that they can
get through their employers. Books, CDs,
plane tickets, cfothing,jewelry are definitely items people will want to bid on. Whe_n
soliciting for donations, PIC's philosophy
is that everyone knows someone who can
donate and it always holds true.
If you have something to donate, you
can drop it off in the Office of Student Life
on the 5th Floor (431-2851) up until the
day of the auction, although we would like
to get items sooner rather than later. This
year's auction will take place on Thursday,
April 5th and for those of you who thought
last year's rocked; this one will be even
better. See you there!
[!

New Yori law School

THE -HOME OF
$5 PITCHERS!
of

Reade Street Ale
Budweiser
Coors Light
All the time for NYLS Students

Great Lunches and Dinners
135 Reade Street (Between Hudson & Greenwich)
For parties call 212-227-2295.
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The Lexis-Nexif Rewards of Working SMART~R Promotion is Back!
0

weekly winners from your school!

·monthly winners from your school!
ENTERNOW

.
Promotion runs January 14 - March 10, 2001

Simply go to the Rewards of Working Smarter banner on the lexis.com/lawschool home page to register for the Promotion.
After that, each time you sign on to lexis.com service for your research projects, youOe entered to WIN! ,
(up to 5 entries per week)

LEXIS NEXIS®

For official rnles, visit our website at www.lexis. com/law sclwol
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